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Abstract
This Bachelor Degree Project report is based on the development of a tool for making
chocolate chips from chocolate bars carried out in cooperation with LéKUé, manufacturer
company of kitchen tools specialized in silicone and plastic products.
The aim is to develop a kitchen tool that breaks chocolate bars in small fragments, as
currently there are no utensils that can efficiently solve this task. This tool is oriented to be
used at home.
The design process includes a pre-study, a concept development and final design chapters.
The pre-study consists of the following parts: an evaluation of existing tools, tool testing,
early idea generation and selection, chocolate bar dimension study, identification of
potential consumers, study of human factors, manufacturing process selection, materials
selection and requirement specifications. The concept development section is based on
mechanism and aesthetics development. The last chapter presents the final design, which is
the result from the combination of findings inferred in the previous parts.
A final and manufacturable product by an industrial method will be defined as result. In the
results, a CAD model, photorealistic renderings and a final prototype are included.
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1 Introduction
This report presents the development of a novel tool which makes chocolate chips from chocolate
bars, and is oriented to the home consumer. This proposal was well received by Lékué, a global
leader in innovative kitchen tools from Barcelona (Spain), who agreed to collaborate in this project.
Nowadays the most common shape in which chocolate is sold is the standard bar format. However,
chocolate may be consumed in many different ways. Moreover, in many cases its shape needs to be
changed depending on each recipe. The chocolate chopped in bits is commonly used in recipes
keeping this shape or in order to be melted. Low heat is required for melting chocolate. Dark
chocolate should not exceed 49˚C, whereas milk and white chocolate should not go over 43˚C.
Chopping ensures that the chocolate will melt evenly at the lowest temperature possible (Greweling,
2008).
Currently there are no specific tools to obtain chocolate chips from the standard chocolate bar.
Therefore, the ice pick is the utensil that is often used, like some chefs and companies state. The ice
pick (see figure 1) is a utensil that has many teeth in one extremity and in the other has a handle. The
chocolate bar is broken into bits when it is hit with the tool. In many cases a knife can be used for the
same purpose. The results obtained with either of these tools are not accurate, as the resulting
chocolate chips will vary depending on how the tools are used. Therefore, in recipes that demand
regular chopped results, this task becomes more difficult.
The easiest way to obtain regular chocolate bits is buying already made chocolate chips in the
supermarket. However, in many cases chocolate chips are hard to find in stores. Moreover, they are
not a cheap product, as normally chocolate chips are more expensive than chocolate bars.

Figure 1. Ice pick

1.1 Partner Company
The idea to develop this kind of product was presented to many companies specialized in kitchen
tools. Lékué was chosen as our company partner to develop the utensil.
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LéKué
Lékué is a company that produces kitchen tools and solutions for day-to-day kitchen tasks.
Lékué stands as a defender of the pleasure of cooking at home. This company considers that
traditional cooking is a unique cuisine in which new techniques can be incorporated to make recipes
easier; where new ideas are created to transform the daily menus and where everyone can discover
how to create unique dishes, in which shapes and colors seduce the most demanding palates.
Their catalogue offers many different products (see figure 2). LéKué separates its products in
different sections: kitchenware (sections called “for food preparation”, “storage”, “to go” and
“kitchen safety”), bakeware (products which include a wide range of molds), and ice cubes and ice
creams products. Lékué also includes a collection of innovative proposals in the Healthy Cooking line.

Figure 2. LéKué products
Their innovative ideas have been acknowledged in recent years with prestigious international awards
including the “Good Design Award” in 2007 and 2010, the “Cambra de Comerç de Barcelona
Innovation Award”, the “Trends Award” in 2009 in the Frankfurt Trade Fair and “The Best Hit Items
30” by Nikkei Trendy in 2009, among others.
The company´s persistent search for new experiences and focus on health are the reasons why Lékué
products are sold in over 40 countries throughout the 5 continents. This way, Lékué looks for “A
universal product that adapts to all culinary cultures to reach all kitchens and teach everyone,
everywhere, about the pleasures of cooking at home”(Lékué, 2013).
Lékué products give great relevance to aesthetics and innovation, which are the main aspects
expected by the design team in the beginning of this project. This is the reason why this company
was chosen to collaborate with us in the development of this product.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The aim of this project is to design a tool and create a prototype that allows the user to obtain
chocolate chips from a chocolate bar. This involves making an accessible tool which gives the user
the opportunity to chop chocolate more easily than with other existing tools.
The newly designed tool needs to minimize the efforts that current traditional existing tools require.
Moreover, it is relevant to maintain the simplicity of the product, as well as an intuitive use and
appearance. The product will be oriented to the home user as potential consumer. Thus, the design
of the tool will be appealing in order to make it interesting to the user.
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As Lékué suggested, the product should allow spreading the uses of chocolate in the costumer’s
everyday life. The interaction between this tool and the user will be an aspect to take into account.
Therefore, the tool will also have an ergonomic shape.
1.2.1 Requirements specifications
At the beginning of this project, once the problem to solve was identified and the communication
with the company was established, a Table of demands and wishes for the product was done (See
Table 1). This step is important in a design process since it helps to limit the problem (Cross, 2008).
Table 1. Initial requirements specifications
Demand (D) or wish (W)

Requirements

Measurements

D

Manual actuation

Not needed any kind of gadget
or batteries to carry out the
task

D

Minimum number of parts

Two will be the optimal
number of parts, although up
to four parts will be a
reasonable number

D

Easy to clean

Possible to clean in the
dishwasher or with a normal
sponge and soap

D

Easy interpretation of use

No need of instruction manuals
for its use

D

Avoid health damage or injures

Avoid contact with sharp edges
and hazardous materials

D

Attractive final appearance

Appearance
according
to
LéKUé
products.
Similar
colours and shapes

D

Ergonomic shape

Comfortable use in the hands

W

To store some
chocolate in it

D

Recyclable material

quantity

of Possibility
to
keep the
chocolate inside the product
Material that can be processed
for recycling

It is important to have recognized the initial requirements. After having identified new inputs based
on the research carried out, they will be refined. The new ones will define what the features of the
final product are.
1.3 Design process
Once the problem was identified and the initial specifications were defined (see table 1), the design
process was developed with the help of the company, followed by the Pre-study. At the beginning it
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was decided to investigate about the current ways the chocolate chips are obtained. Therefore,
several techniques for obtaining chocolate chips were identified.
Bearing in mind the initial requirements and the technique wanted for obtaining the chocolate chips,
an early phase of idea generation was made. The use of brain storming (Cross, 2008) helped to
generate many ideas. Subsequently, the use of the PNI method (Hildebolt, 2010) gave an overview of
the concepts, helping to choose those most interesting. The opinion of the company was
determinant to choose one of them as the most appropriated.
The selection of one of the concepts allowed narrowing down further research. According to the
technique that used the concept chosen, the tool research was reduced to those tools which used
the chopping mechanism desired. The pre-study also includes a test of the tools identified, taking the
best solutions as the best potential solutions for the mechanism of the chocolate chopper; a
chocolate dimension study, since once of the requirements is that the chocolate bar has to be broken
with a minimum number of times before feeding the utensil; potential consumers; human factors;
manufacturing and material; and as result, the final requirement specification.
With the final requirements and the information gathered in the pre- study, the concept
development phase started. This phase is split in two mains parts: the mechanism and the aesthetical
solutions. Brain-writing (Ulrich, 2000) and visual boards were used to facilitate the developing of
ideas. The opinion of the company was taken into account to choose the most appropriate proposal
from each part.
The combination of the proposals selected constituted the final design. Cad tools were used to build
a digital model. The files of this software serve to build the final product in the manufacturing phase
as well as the prototype.
Finally, all steps were reviewed once more to ensure that the product met with all the requirements
and specifications.
Figure 3 shows an overview of the design process that was followed in the development of the
product.
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Early ideas

Figure 3. Design process
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2 Background
Chocolate confectionery has been done by people around the world for a long time. Nowadays,
thanks to companies offering products related with this sector and the increasing trend of “Do it
yourself” (Williams, 2004), many people opt for cooking all kinds of elaborated products at home
instead of buying them already prepared.
Cocoa and chocolate are products commonly used in confectionery thanks to their high flavor as well
as their tractable qualities. They are two of the principal ingredients used in homemade
confectionery.
Chocolate chips is a product which sales has been growing in the last years. In 2005 the estimated
retail sales were 515 million dollars only in the United States, (Petchers, 2005) and the market is still
growing.
The grater is a utensil that has been used to process soft foods as chocolate for a long time ago due
to its simplicity, functionality and durability.
2.1 Confectionery
The terminology used in different parts of the English-speaking world to describe candy, chocolates,
cakes, and other sweet foods is varied. In a commercial context, the following characteristics usually
apply:
“Sugar confectionery. This includes hard candy, toffees, fudge, fondants, jellies, pastilles, and others
not covered with chocolate. It does not include cookies or cakes.
Chocolate confectionery. This includes much of the sugar confectionery covered in chocolate and
usually chocolate bars and blocks” (Minifie, 1989). This kind of confectionery is the one being
referred to in this document.
As Toussaint –Samat (1992) cites: “All of the peoples of antiquity made sweetmeats of honey before
they had sugar: the Chinese, the Indians, the people of the Middle East, the Egyptians and then the
Greeks and Romans used it coat fruits, flowers, and the seeds or stems of plants, to preserve them
for use as an ingredient in the kind of confectionery still made in those countries today” .This quote
summarized the importance of confectionery in all cultures during history.
2.2 Chocolate
Chocolate comes from cocoa beans that grow on cocoa trees. These trees only grow in tropical
regions, particularly Africa and America. Each cocoa fruit contains between 20 to 50 beans. These
beans are fermented to develop the cocoa aroma. Then they are dried and ready to send to
chocolate–manufacturing countries.
“Several developments have been responsible for progress in the industry, as the chocolate products
are originally prepared by the natives of Central America would hardly be acceptable today.”
(Minifie, 1989, p.3).
In 1828 the cocoa press was invented, which allowed removing a part of the cocoa fat from the bean.
Thanks to this technological advance the chocolate drink was easier to prepare, and the cocoa fat,
called cocoa butter (see Figure 4), allowed producing a chocolate fluid that could be molded. The
first chocolate bar was made by Fry in England in 1840 (Minifie, 1989).
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Figure 4. Cocoa butter

2.3 Chocolate chips
The history of the chocolate chips comes in relation with the chocolate chip cookies. The first time
chocolate chips were used was accidentally in that recipe.
“Ruth Wakefield invented the Toll House brand of chocolate chip cookies. Ruth Wakefield prepared
the recipes for the meals served to the guests at the Inn and gained local notoriety for her deserts.
One of her favorite recipes was for Butter Drop Do cookies. The recipe called for the use of baker's
chocolate and one day Ruth found herself without the needed ingredient. She substituted a semisweet chocolate bar cut up into bits. However, unlike the baker's chocolate the chopped up
chocolate bar did not melt completely, the small pieces only softened.” (Bellis, 1997)
“As it so happened the chocolate bar had been a gift from Andrew Nestle of the Nestle Chocolate
Company. As the Toll House chocolate chip cookie recipe became popular, sales of Nestle's semisweet chocolate bar increased. Andrew Nestle and Ruth Wakefield struck a deal. Nestle would print
the Toll House Cookie recipe on its packaging and Ruth Wakefield would have a lifetime supply of
Nestle chocolate” (Bellis, 1997)

Figure 5. Package of chocolate morsels
After that, The Nestles Company started marking the bars to make them easier to be broken into
small pieces. The company also invented and sold a small chopping device to assist bakers in cutting
the Nestles Semi-sweet Chocolate Bar into small pieces.
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In 1939, the Nestles Company began marketing packages of ready-made semi-sweet chocolate
morsels of their chocolate bars (see figure 5). In 1940, the Nestles Company bought the rights to the
"Toll House" and the cookie recipe from Ruth and Ken Wakefield (Anderson, 2012).

Figure 6. Chocolate chips
Chocolate chips (See figure 6) are currently used in many recipes besides its first use in the chocolate
cookies recipe, such as in cakes, cupcakes, pastries, etc.
Due to the extended use of chocolate chips in confectionery, a study aiming to recognize how the
user can obtain this product was done.
2.4 Graters
As Collins dictionary says, a grater is a kitchen utensil with sharp-edged perforations for grating
carrots, cheese, etc.
The first grater was invented in 1540s, France. Francois Boullier made the first grater from pewter, a
malleable metal alloy compounded of 85-99% and other compounds. His aim was to help households
in a budget and take advantage of excess cheese. Centuries later, in the great depression in the
1920s with the food scarce, home cooks sought to make dishes look more ample than they actually
were. Jeffrey Taylor of Philadelphia heard of Boullier’s invention and improves the grater by
sharpening the holes of a metal shower drain (Thompson, 2011).

Figure 7. Grater examples
Since then, this utensil has been redesigned using many shapes, different sizes of grating slots and
therefore helps in the preparation of a variety of food, see examples of graters in figure 7. They are
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commonly used to grate cheese and lemon or orange peel and can also be used to grate other soft
foods.
The most common material that is nowadays used in graters is the stainless steel, although they can
be made from ceramics as porcelain; sometimes in plastic, as more often used HD polypropylene,
ABS or SAN; and even can be made from shark skin as in the traditional Japanese fine grater. This was
a result of research on online sellers, Ebay and Amazon, the largest companies in online commerce
(Rivlin, 2005).
3 Pre-study
Research about current strategies for obtaining chocolate chips, early ideas generation and selection,
a market evaluation on existing tools that may be suitable to obtain chocolate chips, and also a study
about chocolate bar dimensions are covered in this chapter. Some pre-concepts were selected based
on the study of how chocolate chips are obtained, which allowed narrowing down further research.
Existing tools which are currently used to obtain chocolate chips were identified and classified
according to the strategy used to obtain the chips. Subsequently, a test was performed on some of
them. Potential consumers, human factors and manufacturing processes were also defined. Finally,
the final requirement specification table stands as the result for this section. This way, this chapter
will facilitate the identification of essential problems and principal solutions.
3.1 Current techniques for obtaining chocolate chips: research study
In this chapter the most common techniques that are currently used by home users to obtain
chocolate chips were identified. Apart from making chocolate chips at home, the consumer has also
the possibility to acquire already made chocolate chips.
3.1.1 Chocolate chopping tools used
The research on existing tools that allow carrying out the task of breaking chocolate bars in small
parts identified only two widely used methods. According to the Culinary Institute of America (2008),
one of them is the Ice Pick (see figure 1) and the other is the knife (see figure 8). Both tools allow
obtaining chocolate chips, and both rely on the “chopping” mode of action.

Figure 8. Breaking chocolate with a knife

3.1.2 Chocolate chips
Another way to obtain these chips is purchasing already made chocolate bits (see figure 7). This
chocolate shape is made using a method in which melted chocolate falls in drops on a surface that is
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immediately e cooled in order to solidify (see figure 9). Hence, the technical principle to achieve
these chips is melting the chocolate.

Figure 9. Chocolate drop line
Thus, only two techniques were identified to obtain chocolate bits: chopping and melting. Early ideas
were done based in these two strategies. The selection of one of them determined whether the
product was going to be based on melting or chopping.

3.2 Early ideas
In order to present to the company the techniques identified, four early ideas were selected taking
into account the initial requirements, the principles of chopping and melting, and considering a good
looking appearance. This allowed knowing what kind of technique for obtaining chocolate chips was
preferred by the company. The main advantage of this is to reduce the subsequent mechanism
research, since only one of the two techniques was chosen.
Keeping in mind the requirement specifications (See figure 1) and the technical principles to obtain
the chocolate chips, an idea generation was made. Brainstorming (Cross, 2008) was used as the
method to generate early ideas. The session consisted of four people, including members of design
team. One of the participants took the role of leader, who expressed the problem and asked to the
other members how it could be solved. From here, each member presented his ideas in order, and
the others added comments related to the main idea. Many ideas were generated from this session.
3.2.1 Early idea number one
The first concept (see figure 10) was based on the principle of chopping. This concept originates from
the idea of having a tool like the pepper mill, a utensil that is presented in numerous homes. The
main point of this idea was to keep the chocolate in a container that then could chop chocolate in
small pieces with a simple rotating movement.
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Figure 10. Early idea. Number one

3.2.2 Early idea number two
The second concept (see figure 11) was based on the melting principle, which is the method used for
the preparation of already made chocolate chips available in stores. The second concept was inspired
on the pastry bag, but adapted to obtain a huge number of chocolate chips from a single push
movement.
The chocolate bar would melt inside the utensil in the microwave. After finishing this task, a push
movement would be required to obtain the chocolate drops. Finally, the drops would be cooled in
the fridge in order to solidify.

Figure 11. Early idea. Number two

3.2.3 Early idea number three
This concept (see figure 12) was also based on the melting process. It is a variation of concept
number two. In this case the process is the same but the shape was improved using fewer parts and
thinking on the use of silicone for the main piece, as it is the material of excellence present in Lékué
products.
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Figure 12. Early idea. Number three

3.2.4 Early idea number four
The last concept (see figure 13) was based on the principle of melting as well. This concept is the
most reduced in parts, as it consists only of one piece. It is a mold adapted to be used for chocolate.
It is also made of silicone. The chocolate would be melted on the utensil, using the microwave.
Subsequently, another tool would be necessary to extend the chocolate within the cavities, such as a
dough scraper. A groove on its perimeter works as the place to keep the chocolate rests.

Figure13. Early idea. Number four

With the help of the PNI method all early ideas were gathered and these four most interesting were
chosen, those seen from figure 10 to 13. PNI (Positive, Negative and interesting) is a tool that is often
used to obtain the different concept’s sides: positive, negative and interesting sides. A paper was
divided into three columns and the group filled in each field with positive, negative and interesting
aspects for each concept. This procedure can be done with many concepts simultaneously, providing
an overview of the concepts that are most suitable and facilitating the identification of negative
factors that need to be changed (Hildebolt, 2010).
Having analyzed the positive, negative and interesting aspects of all ideas gathered during the
brainstorming, these four were chosen. Table 2 shows the results of the chosen early ideas.
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Table 2. PNI method
Concept
number
1

2

3

4

Positive

Negative

Similar shape to other kitchen tools.
Could offer a homogeneous finish.
Allow to carry out the task quickly.

The finish of the chips
might differ to the
shape of already made
chips bought in stores.
Final result identical to the bought Big dimension.
chocolate chips.
Many parts.
Time consuming task.
Final result identical to the bought Big dimension.
chocolate chips.
Time consuming task.
Only two parts.
Good final result.
Time consuming task.

Interesting
Esthetical design.
Many
esthetical
solutions are possible
with this shape.
Attractive.
Innovative.
Many chips made in
short time.
Innovative.
It is possible to use
many molds.

These four early ideas were selected because they optimally meet with the initial requirements and
represent in a good way the techniques previously identified. Moreover, they may offer good
chocolate chips results in an easy way. They could offer attractive aesthetical solutions as well. Once
the four most interesting early ideas were selected, they were sketched and presented to LéKUé.
Subsequently, the company chose one of them to continue developing the idea that best fitted the
company´s profile according to their products.
3.2.5 Conclusions
For the company, early idea number one was the most interesting among the four presented. This
idea was chosen due to the fact that the tool would allow instantaneous results, its similar function
to other kitchen tools (e.g. pepper) and its possibilities regarding esthetical solutions. This way, it
was agreed to consider idea number one as the best concept to develop.
Once it was decided to develop this idea, the next step was to carry out a market research based on
the principle that used concept number one: chopping. The market research will collect different
tools which allow carrying out the desired task and will provide different mechanism solutions.
These tools will be studied to choose a good mechanism result for the final product.
3.3 Market tool research
Once the idea to develop was chosen, the principal issue was to research different mechanism
solutions. The aim of making the early ideas before the market research was to narrow down the
mechanism solutions and therefore, reduce further research.
As the chosen early idea was based on the principle of chopping and not melting, a market research
based on chopping tools was performed, whereas research on melting tools was discarded. For this
task, some of the tools that can currently be found in the market were analyzed. All these tools allow
transforming chocolate bar in different small shapes and all of them are non-electric. Actually, the
identified tools are normally used to grate cheese, cut nuts and so on, but their mechanism could be
interesting for chopping chocolate.
Nine different products were identified, analyzed and their results were used to define the final
concept mechanism.
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Graters
Normally graters are used to grate cheese. There are different grater shapes in the market which can
be planar (see figure 14), vertical (see figure 15) or cylindrical rotary graters (see figure 16).

Figure 14. Planar grater

Figure 15. Vertical grater

Figure 16. Cylindrical
grater

Coffee mill
A coffee mill (see figure17) is a manual tool that allows transformation of
coffee beans into ground coffee by a rotary mechanism.

Figure 1. Coffee mill
Ice crusher
This tool is used to crush ice (see figure 18). It uses a rotary mechanism
with blades on an axis.

Figure 18. Ice crusher
Nut grinder
This is a device for grating nuts (figure 19). It is very similar in mechanism
to the ice crusher.

Figure 19. Nut grinder 2
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Pepper grinder
Tool used for grinding pepper (see figure 20), usually used in homes.

Figure 20. Pepper grinder
Purée mill
The purée mill (see figure 21) allows transformation of boiled
vegetables into purée. A rotary mechanism presses the
vegetables through a mesh.

Figure 21. Purée mill
Vegetable chopper
The vegetable chopper (see figure 22) is a utensil that has a bended
blade which changes the angle of attack each time the upper button is
pressed.

Figure 22. Vegetable chopper
Vegetable dicer
The vegetable dicer (see figure 23) is used to transform vegetables
into small cubes. It uses parallel and perpendicular blades.

Figure 23. Vegetable dicer
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3.4 Classification of tools
After having analyzed the tools with similar functions, a classification was made. The criterion used
was based on the principle to perform its main function. This way, the categories will stand as
potential principal solutions. Thus, the categories are:






Grinder mechanism: a device to grind hard, small food products between two revolving
abrasive surfaces separated by a distance usually set by the user. The coffee mill and the
pepper grinder fit in this category.
Grater: a device that scrapes food in thin pieces. The grater and the purée mill fit in this
group.
Rotating blade device: the rotation movement makes the efforts to cut. The ice crusher
and the nut grinder have a rotating blade device.
Non rotating blade device: the knife, the vegetable chopper and vegetable dicer are
suitable in this category.
Pick device: only the hand ice pick fits in this group.

3.5 Tool testing
Once the different groups of tools were identified, some representative samples for each group were
chosen in order to perform a test with them to have a better understanding on how they work with
chocolate. This was done because these utensils were not initially designed to chop chocolate.
Therefore, the different mechanisms were analyzed working with chocolate in order to identify
potential solutions for the mechanism of the final product.
The test was conducted taking into account the following parameters: the simplicity when breaking
the chocolate bar into small bits in terms of the strength that the user has to apply in its use, the
complexity of the process, the time spent in the task, the size of the pieces, the regularity in the
results and the need of additional elements to perform the operation such as a cutting table.
As initially all mechanisms were consider as potential solutions, the different aspects analyzed during
the tool test allowed to subsequently relate and rank the tools between them. A punctuation
method was used to relate and rank the different tools. This is a good method to rank the different
mechanisms. The mechanism of the best ranked tools would be considered as the possible potential
solution for the mechanism in the design of the chocolate chopper.
For the grinder mechanism group, the pepper grinder (see figure 24) was chosen.

figure 24. Pepper grinder
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In the grater category, the grater mill and the puree mill (see figure 21) were chosen. The grater mill
(see figure 25) is a utensil with interchangeable tools that allows obtaining different shapes. The
tools are switchable disks. It has a slicer and three sizes of scrapers.

Figure 25. Mill grater with interchangeable tools

Among the rotating blade devices, a manually ice crusher (see figure 27) and a nut grinder (see figure
26) were chosen. Even though both tools have the same mode of performing its functions, the final
shape obtained might have some differences.

Figure 26. Nut grinder

Figure 27. Manually ice crusher

Within the group of non-rotating blade a knife (figure 6), a vegetable dicer (figure 23) and a
vegetable chopper (figure 22) were considered.
Finally, from the pick device group a multipronged ice pick was chosen (figure 28).
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Figure 28. Ice pick
3.5.1 Test results
The results obtained were the following:
The pepper grinder does not work appropriately for the designated task. The shape of the chocolate
bar is not suitable for this grinder. The grinder mechanism has a part that works like a screw that
makes the efforts to introduce the small pieces through the abrasives part. Although the grinder
would be scaled, the chocolate would need to be chopped in many pieces with similar dimensions
before being fed to the grinder. Therefore, as the bar of chocolate would need to be chopped many
times it fails to accomplish one requirement. This tool does not need any extra surface, which is an
advantage. Also the operating mode of the utensil applying rotation between parts is very
interesting, as it stands as the easiest procedure from all the chopping operating methods analyzed
in the different tools.
The grater does not work well. The mode of applying the efforts against the tool disks is not suitable
for the chocolate. The part in charge of this purpose needs more friction. On the other hand, it could
have many possibilities on the final shape (see figure 30). Depending on the size of the grating
elements, the speed will be faster or lower. This tool does not need any chopping surface.

Figure 30. Grater mill results
The purée mill has a blade that sweeps the chocolate against the friction surface. The position of its
blade turns the rotation movement into efforts against the friction surface. In this case the friction
surface is a mesh, resulting in very thin chocolate fragments (see figure 31). As a consequence, the
speed of grinding chocolate is the lowest between all the tools analyzed. This tool does not need any
extra chopping table.
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Figure 31. Purée mill results
The nut grinder and the ice crusher work similarly, the main difference is the distance between the
blades, which produces different final shapes. The nut grinder works better than the ice crusher due
to the shape of the tool, which allows better feed of chocolate. In the ice crusher the chocolate feed
is not constant. The efforts made in both are minimum compared to the other tools. The time spent
in the task is medium for the nut grinder, and relatively short for the ice crusher comparing with
other tools tested. Both utensils do not need extra surface for their use (see figure 32 and 33).

Figure 32. Nut grinder results
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Figure 33. Ice crusher results

The ice pick is not suitable for this task. Disadvantages include the fact that the chocolate needs to be
laid on an extra surface, it requires high effort from the user and it is much more time consuming
compared to the other tools tested. The ice pick has many teeth in order to obtain more pieces in
each strike. However, it is necessary to perform more than one strike to obtain pieces. It is difficult to
make more than one strike and the fragments obtained (Figure 34) are large compared with the
pieces obtained with other tested tools. Ice pick tools which have more teeth demand more effort
from the user. On the other hand, tools with fewer teeth require less effort but are more time
consuming when obtaining chocolate chips.

Figure 34. Ice pick results
The knife needs many strikes for chopping chocolate and the efforts applied for its use are large
compared to other tool tested. It is difficult to obtain chips with similar sizes, see results in figure 35.
Also, it needs an extra surface to achieve its purpose. The time spent in the task is relatively larger
compared to other tools.
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Figure35. Knife results
The vegetable dicer is not a suitable tool to obtain chocolate chips. It has many blades that are very
close each other. Hence, the effort is spread on a relatively wide surface comparing with other tools
and the stress reached to cut the chocolate is not appropriated. The user needs great strength to
make the tool work. The chips obtained are very regular (see figure 36), and can be made in a wide
range of sizes and shapes. The time spent is relatively short compared to other tools tested as you
obtain many chips at once. It does not need a chopping table.

Figure36. Vegetable dicer results

The vegetable chopper works similarly to the vegetable dicer. The difference is that it has less
cutting surface; hence, the stress is larger and, subsequently the strength applied by the user is
lower. It needs a high number of strikes to obtain chips (see figure 37). Therefore, it requires a long
time to obtain the chocolate fragments. It needs a chopping table to achieve its purpose.
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Figure 37. Vegetable chopper results
Table 3 was made to compare the different aspects that were taken into account in the different
tools. A punctuation method was made, which ranged from zero to five points. Zero being the lowest
score and five the highest, which means that zero is the most unfavorable and five is the most
favorable. Comparing the results obtained in the size of the chips, these were classified as powder,
thin, medium and large.
Table 3. Properties analysis
Utensils

How easily
chips are
obtained

Time spent on Regularity in the Chip size
task
results

Extra
element as
a cutting
table

Pepper grinder

0

0

3

Powder

No

Grater mill

4

3

3

Medium

No

Purée mill

3

1

4

Powder

No

Nut grinder

4

2

4

Powder

No

Ice crusher

2

3

2

Large

No

Ice pick

2

4

1

Large

Yes

Knife

2

2

2

-

Yes

Vegetable dicer

0

4

4

Medium

No

Vegetable
chopper

2

3

2

Large

Yes

The test process allowed inferring some conclusions regarding the appropriate mechanism for the
product. Table 3 shows the conclusions of the testing process. Results showed that the grater mill,
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the puree mill, the nut grinder and the vegetable dicer obtained the highest score taking into account
the current specifications.
Analysing the testing results and scores of the four selected tools some considerations were made:


The grater mill has a really good score in the three specifications. This tool had the highest
score for indicating how easily chocolate fragments could be obtained, and time spent and
regularity of results had a score of three out of four. The chip size is medium.



The puree mill has a high score in general but it obtained a low punctuation for the time
spent on the task: one out of four. This indicates that too much time is needed to carry out
the desired task. The chip size is powder. The conversion of the rotation movement into
pressure against the mesh is interesting.



The nut grinder is similar to the puree mill regarding the time spent on the task. It needs too
much time to carry out the process, so it obtained a score of two out of four. It works one
point better than the puree mill. The chip size is powder.



The vegetable dicer is quite efficient in terms of time and regularity. It obtained the highest
score in these sections but a very low value in the characteristic referring to how easily
chocolate chips were obtained: one out of four. The chip size is medium.



Although the mechanism of the pepper grinder is not the more suitable for chocolate, its
operational mode is the best. This way of using the tool, rotating both parts, allows the user
to handle the utensil in a comfortable way while carrying out the designated task.

From these results it was concluded that the grater mill and the nut grinder had the most
appropriate mechanism for the final product. Both use the rotation movement in its mechanism, as
can be seen in the table 2. Those tools that use rotating movement in their mechanisms were ranked
in better positions than the rest.
The mode of using the pepper grinder is more comfortable than the other tools analysed.
The mechanism of the puree mill was also taken into account due to the advantages that a spiral
could offer.
3.6 Chocolate dimensions study
As previously mentioned, an important requirement is that the chocolate bar should be chopped the
minimum number of times before feeding the chocolate chopper. Therefore, it is necessary to
perform a study of the current dimensions of chocolate bars.
To obtain representative size values of all existing chocolate bars, a statistical study was made taking
as a reference the Chocolate Bar Database. This database includes about 1203 chocolate bars
representing 298 chocolate manufacturers, showing data on the dimensions and other features of
chocolate bars. Vic Ceder started this database in 2005 and collected different kinds and brands of
chocolate bars around the world (Ceder, 2005).
3.6.1 The study
A representative sample of the total database was made. To take this representative sample the
formula “optimal sample for a finite population” (Gabaldon, 1980) was used. Results indicated that a
number of 69 chocolate bars had to be taken randomly from the total database (appendix 2).
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Having the width and the length of each chocolate bar registered, the Confidence ellipse was
calculated in order to know which were the representative values of the maximum, minimum and
medium dimensions. The advantage of this method is that it allows collecting the distribution of two
dimensions in a single graph, which facilitates visualizing the extreme values searched at a time. The
steps carried out are the following:
1- Calculate the average, median and standard deviation of the dates (Panik, 2005, p.1824).
2- Calculate the correlation coefficient for different measurement combinations (Rodgers &
Nicewander, 1988, p.59-66).
3- Illustrate the correlation.
4- Calculate de length of the axes of the ellipse (Glenberg, 1995).
5- Define five cases using Boundary case method (Brolin et al. 2012).
6- Visualize the confidence ellipse.
All the steps are represented with the appropriate table in appendix 2.
3.6.2 Conclusions
Results from the Confidence ellipse considering 90 per cent of all the data indicated that the biggest
chocolate bar has a width of 90 mm and a length of 190 mm. The smallest one has a width of 52 mm
and a length of 115 mm. Therefore, the dimensions of an averaged chocolate bar would correspond
to 75 mm width and 153 mm length.
The values that are most relevant in the study are the highest chocolate bar size values as they need
to be chopped more times than the others before feeding the chocolate chopper. These sizes were
taken into account in the sizing of the chocolate chopper.
3.7 Potential consumers
The design was adapted to target the consumers to whom Lékué’s selling market is oriented. As
LéKUé has explicitly expressed, their potential consumers are females with a medium-high acquisitive
level.
The design team will bear in mind the factors that this entails.
3.8 Human factors
Nowadays human factors are commonly accepted as an essential part of industries in practically
every domain (Wilson et al., 2012). It is the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of
the interactions among humans and other elements of a system that optimizes human wellbeing
overall system performance (IEA, not available.). Therefore, it is of vital importance to consider some
human factors in the design of the product so that a good relation between the object and the user is
achieved.
According to the principle of mapping (Norman, 1988) a relationship exists between the controls and
their movements. The wheel and the clockwise directions are natural choices. To tighten a screw the
natural movement is to the right unless the opposite is indicated in the screw. Is a natural
movement that all people recognise without having previous information about it.
“Natural mapping, by which I mean taking advantage of physical analogies and
cultural standards, leads to immediate understanding. For example, a designer can use
spatial analogy: to move an object up, moves the control up. To control an array of
lights, arrange the controls in the same pattern as the lights. Some natural mappings
are cultural or biological, as in the universal standard that a rising level represents
more, a diminishing level, less.” (Norman, 1988. p.23).
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Therefore, the natural movement to the right to do something works, as in the action key of a car.
Hence, this would be the most appropriate mode of use for the object.
Another aspect to take into account is the shape and the dimensions of the product. Cylindrical
handles with rounded ends maximize the grabbing force (Rubarth, 1928). On the other hand,
Pheasant and O´Neill (1975) and Grieve and Pheasant (1982) reported that in cylindrical handles the
torque is proportional to the diameter. Seo, et al. (2007) identify that the torque applied decreases
as the handle diameter increases from 45.1 to 83.2 mm. Therefore, according to this data, the
optimal diameter for the product would be a dimension between the cited ones. With the
appropriate dimensions of the handle the torque applied by the user would be optimal. Thus, with a
diameter between 40-80 mm approximately, the user would need the minimum effort to make the
tool work.
On the other hand, another factor to consider is the number of times that the chocolate bar must be
broken to introduce it into the tool. According to the chocolate dimensions study performed in the
chapter 3.5 of this report, the maximum chocolate bar dimensions available in the market is 90 mm
wide and 190 mm long. If the biggest diameter possible to have a good torque force was taken,
80mm, the largest commercial chocolate bar in the market would be broken by its width only once.
Doing this the dimensions of the two obtained parts would be 45x190 mm so that it could be
introduced in the tool.
Therefore, considering these factors and taking into account the esthetical aspects, the product
assumes the cylindrical shape, which is the optimal for its use, and a dimension no bigger than 80
mm in diameter. The length will be 125 mm which is a good size to hold the product with both hands.
The approach for the length was based on the studies conducted by Seo et al., (2007), who state that
the maximum force distribution during the maximum grip in torque exertion with the hand is
concentered in the half of the hand that contains the thumb. Thus, if the product can be hold with
one hand and a half it would guarantee a good grip for the utensil. The representative hand size
considered in this study was calculated using People size Pro of Engineering Science, HIS software
data. Taking into account US female data as largest for the 90th percentile, the width of the hand is
83mm. One and a half times that measure is 124.5mm, rounded to 125 mm.
3.9 Manufacturing & material
Before manufacturing the final product, making a prototype gives a series of advantages. Prototyping
is the best tool to communicate a design, as they help test assumption and show how the product
works in practice (Warfel, 2009).
The prototype was be done by plastic sintering. This is a rapid prototyping technique used to produce
density-controlled materials and components by applying thermal energy (Kang, 2005). Nowadays,
this is one the most used prototyping process that allows obtaining precise models in short time and
with different shapes combination possibilities.
The final model was not only designed for being manufactured by sintering. All parts of the model
were designed taking into account different considerations necessary to be manufactured by
injection molding. The difference between sintering and injection molding is that the first one is
commonly used only to manufacture prototypes and the second one is used to produce a big
quantity of pieces in short time. Therefore, keeping in mind the possibility of producing commercially
the final product, all parts were designed considering different aspects of the injection molding
process. The more important considerations needed to be taken into account for this process are the
wall thickness, angle drafts for demolding, parting lines, ejection and ribs, among others (GE Plastics,
not available).
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As previous requirement, the utensil has to be made by plastic in order to use injection molding as
manufacturing method. Injection molding allow built complex shapes with quality results. This
method is the most appropriated for mass production as well. When the volume of production
increases, this method offers quality, productivity and profitability. The polymers used in this method
are thermoplastics, those that allow the moldability above a specific temperature and turns into a
solid upon cooling.
The possible polymers that could suit in this case of study would be Polyethylene. Polypropylene and
ABS. Mechanically PE and PP offers similar qualities, although it can be said that PE is more elastic
than PP. PP is also harder than PE and the fatigue strength of PE is higher than PP. Another thing to
bear in mind is that the PP accepts a wider and more vivid range of colours. The rigidity of the ABS is
its remarkable property. It has also good fatigue strength. All of these materials are non-toxics.
Comparing its properties between them rated to the durability, as endurance to water, acids, alkalis,
oils, solvents, alcohols and exposure different environments, PP is the most durable thermoplastic,
seen in CES EduPack 2012.
Rated to environmental impact , all these materials are recyclable. PE and PP are made by processes
that are relatively energy-efficient. Their CO2 foot prints and water usage are smaller between
others making them the least energy intensive of commodity polymers, seen in CES EduPack 2012.
The material used in this product was Polypropylene as this is the material used by the company for
those products that are manufactured by injection molding and require rigidity. This material has the
adequate physical properties that the product needs:







Enough rigidity.
Good fatigue strength.
Abrasive resistance to water, acids, alkalis, oils, solvents and alcohol.
Non-toxic material.
Made by processes that are relatively energy-efficient between other polymers and
recyclable.
Possibility to adaptation of shape and colours.

Moreover, this material is often used in products which are in contact with food, as can be seen in
LéKUé products, it is light and it is also an easy to clean.
3.10 Final requirement specification
Taking into account the pre-study and remembering the initial requirements established, a final
requirement specification table was made. The requirements are listed by demand (D) or wish (W).
Table 4. Final requirement specification
Demand (D) or wish (W)

Requirements

Measurements

D

Manual actuation

No need of any kind of gadget or
batteries

D

Minimum efforts in its use

Comparing with other similar
tools like the pepper grinder for
example. It does not have to
exceed the effort needed to use
this utensil
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Preferably two finishes: one with
similar dimension to chocolate
chips and another one with a
smaller fragment size, similar to
grates

W

Capable to obtain different finishes

W

Minimum previous cuts of the Avoid having to break the
chocolate bar too many times
chocolate bar
before introducing it in the
product. From three below is
wished.

D/W

Minimum number of parts

Four at most is demanded.
Bellow that is wished.

D

Easy to clean

Possible to clean in the
dishwasher or with a normal
scourer and soap

D

Easy interpretation of use

No need of instruction manuals
for its use

D

Avoid health damage or injures

Avoid contact with sharp edges
and hazardous materials

D

Attractive final appearance

Appearance according to LéKUé
products. Similar colours and
shapes

D

Ergonomic shape

Comfortable use in the hands, a
cylindrical shape with diameter
between 40mm-80mm and
125mm long

W

To store some quantity
chocolate inside the product

W

All parts made from plastic

Possibility to produce all parts by
plastic injection moulding in PP.

D

Recyclable material

Material that can be processed
for recycling

of Possibility of keeping the
chocolate inside the product
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4 Concept development
After the market research and the testing process, some conclusions were clarified regarding the
mechanism solutions. All the information gathered in the pre-study chapter was taken into account
for the concept development. In this chapter, both mechanism and esthetical solutions were defined.
Each part collects some alternatives that in collaboration with the company allowed selecting a final
concept.
For the mechanism part all the results from the testing process were necessary as well as the use of
Brain-writing (Ulrich, 2000). This is a technique similar to Brainstorming that consists on a person
generating some sketched ideas. After that, another person takes these ideas and generates new
ones.
The esthetical solutions were generated using the Brain-writing method as well, with the aid of two
visual boards and a random input method. One of the visual boards was made with a collection of
representative products of LéKUé (see figure38) and the other one with a series of branding and
marketing issues of the company (see figure 39). Both were quite useful to have the LéKUé spirit in
mind.

Figure 38. LéKUé products visual board

Figure 39. LéKUé Branding visual board

4.1 Mechanism solution
Two proposals were presented to the company taking into account mainly the conclusions from the
market research and the requirements specification: proposal number one with two different
variables “1a” and “1b”, and proposal number two. These two proposals are the adaptation of the
pepper grinder, the grater mill, the purée mill and the nut grinder. The aim of the selection of one of
them is to obtain the solution for the mechanism of the tool to develop.
The generation of these solutions was mainly the result of using rational methodology, since the
solution had been quite narrowed from the pre-study, namely from the tool test (See point 3.5.1).
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The method Brain-writing provided solutions, taking into account the mechanisms selected in the
previous phase. During the search of the solution, each member of the design was exploring the
possibilities and discussing them with another member. Some of the sketched solutions that were
rejected became the starting point of other ideas. Two of the best solutions were quite far from the
average and these two solutions were presented to the company.
Proposal one

Figure 40. Mechanism proposal one
The idea number one (see figure 40) consists of a mix between the pepper grinder, the grater mill
and the puree mill. It comprises two parts can be made entirely of PP by moulding injection, as
requirement is, fitted together in a rotational axis with clockwise movement. The upper part has a
spiral like the puree mill that helps the chocolate to incise against the teeth blades, situated in the
lower part. The spiral applies a normal force to the chocolate against the teeth by the rotating
movement. This way the user only needs to apply rotating movement between the part that contains
the teeth and the part that contains the spiral.
Two different variables (see figure 41) were made to fulfil the specification “Capable to obtain
different finishes”, which was not demanded but is a desired characteristic.
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Figure 41. Variations of mechanism proposal one
Variant 1a consists of a disc which hosts the teeth blades. This disc is in the same axis that the upper
and the lower part and its height is adjustable. With this mechanism the incision of the disc in the
chocolate can be controlled. When the disc goes down the final result is chocolate grates and if the
disc is up the final result is small parts of chocolate. The dimension of the result is bigger.
The other variable, 1b, consist of an interchangeable disc, in the lower part as well, which has teeth
blades on both sides. In one side the teeth are smaller, to obtain chocolate graters. In the opposite
part the teeth are bigger, in order to obtain something with similar dimensions to chocolate chips.
Interchanging the direction of the disc, the desired result is obtained. It is attached in the lower part
by an axis screw.

Proposal two

Figure 42. Mechanism proposal two
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The proposal number two (see figure 42) is the adaptation of the nut grinder, using the same
mechanism for the blades, but with the idea of rotational movement like in the pepper grinder.
It comprises two main parts made of plastic material PP, like the proposal number one, and a third
part made of metal due to its shape. This metal part has an axis with blades and is attached in one of
its ends to the lower part. In the other end has a gear that comes into contact with the upper part
and is the charged to transmit the effort. When the axis is in motion the blades are cutting the
chocolate.
Proposal number one was considered to optimally fulfil the requirements (see in table 5): it has only
two parts, which simplify its manufacturing and translates into saving time, resources and budget; it
only needs PP in its production; it has less surface exposed to dirt, which makes it cleaner than the
second proposal; and finally, proposal number one has the possibility to obtain different results.
In agreement with the design team, LéKUé chose the mechanism proposal one. This mechanism will
be applied with a further aesthetical solution in the final design.
4.2 Esthetical solution
Once the mechanism part was solved, six different esthetical solutions were presented to lékué. The
aim of this part was to choose one of them to subsequently mix the mechanism solution and the
esthetical solution in order to obtain the final concept.
All aesthetical proposals were made bearing in mind the requirement specifications and the
mechanism selected. All of them (see figure 43) can be implemented with the same mechanism
making some technical changes. The only difference is the external appearance. Esthetically the
product must be attractive, as it is a relevant factor for the company, which cares about the presence
and design of their products.
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Figure 43. Esthetical solutions
The following methods/tools were used to the selection phase:





Visual Boards
Brain Writing
Random Input
The Weighted Objectives

For this phase a large quantity of ideas was desired. For this reason, several sessions of brain writing
were conducted. With the help of the visual boards (see figure 38 and figure 39) to have the spirit of
LéKUé in mind, three sessions were made. The ideas were expressed by quick sketches. Some sheets
of paper were divided in twelve equal parts. After a short period of time the sheet was passed to the
other member to start sketching from the colleague’s idea or from a new one. At times, when the
session decreased in productivity or creativity, external stimuli were used. Random input images
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based on random words from a dictionary were used for increasing inspiration for the aesthetical
solutions. Random input is a good method to enlarge the search space (Cross, 2008).
When a large number of sketches were collected, the selection phase was done. Was discussed in an
early step what the thoughts about the shapes that met better with the spirit of the company, and
some of the sketches were discarded. After that, a punctuation method was used, to rank the
proposals that were left, giving from one to three points, one being the lowest and three the highest.
Each member evaluated individually in a piece of paper each aesthetical proposal in order to avoid
influencing each other. The six best ranked sketches were re-sketched adding improvements in order
to be discussed with the company.
Once the selection was made, a method for rejecting some of the options was necessary to
implement another kind of methodology to analyze and evaluate the aesthetic solutions. The
weighted objectives method is a good tool to compare different design proposals in objective
meeting terms.
The first step is identifying the objectives, which are those requirement specifications related to the
aesthetics of the product. The possibility to adapt the mechanism solution to aesthetics was also
taken into account. Therefore, the objectives for the aesthetic design are: possibility to be adapted to
the mechanism solution, attractive final appearance according to LéKUé products, made by plastic
injection moulding, minimum number of parts and easy to clean. Subsequently, the ranking process
was used to systematically compare in pairs the objectives identified. A simple matrix allowed
making comparisons between each possible pair resulting in a rank of objectives. Next step was to
assign relative weights to each objective. For this step the ranked objectives were positioned in a
relative importance on a scale of one to ten and transformed into relative weigh (see appendix 7).
Next step was to assign utility scores for all objectives in each proposal. In this case it was decided to
use a five point scale, zero to four, zero being the lowest and four the highest punctuation. This
punctuation was multiplied for the relative weight of each objective and then all punctuations for
each proposal were added. The final result allows identifying the best alternative as the highest
valued sum.
All of these solutions were generated bearing in mind all requirements and thinking about the
mechanism as well, but this method determined that “diseño LéKUé” was the most appropriate
design for the aesthetical solution, as this design fulfills better the aesthetics objectives.
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5 Final design
After a meeting with the company and having analyzed all the proposals, the final design was
defined. The final concept is a mix of the mechanism solution number one (Figure 40), excluding the
feature of obtaining different results(figure 41), and the esthetical solution “diseño Lékué” (Figure
43). A model in Pro-engineer was made and sent to Lékué aiming to create a prototype by plastic
sintering. Using the CAD tool, technical specifications which included weight and general
measurements were made.

Figure 44. General view
In the figure 44 can be seen the final shape, the largest diameter is 80 mm and the shortest is 77 mm,
and is 125 mm height.

Figure45. The two parts of the model
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In figure 45 the two parts of the model made in Pro-engineer can be seen. Inside the lower part two
semi-spheres were included where the other part is embedded through a groove placed in the
external wall. This was thought to be the simplest and most functional way to maintain both parts
together. It allows the rotational movement between pieces, but not the vertical movement.

Figure 46. Top of the model
The spiral (see figure 46) is at the same level than the crest of the teeth blades. When the chocolate
comes into contact with the teeth, doing the rotational movement, the spiral presses the material
against them.

Figure 47. Teeth
Teeth are placed in the base in six lines describing a spiral spline (see figure 47). They have an edge
that allows cutting the chocolate and a hole to let pass the cut material. More holes are placed in the
base with the same aim.
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The upper part has two different wall levels. The one with lower diameter holds the groove and is
placed inside the lower part. The other wall is the upper external part of the model and has a bigger
diameter.
The upper part is inserted in the lower part by the groove. The upper part describes a turn to the
right because of the direction of the groove. The normal operation of the product consists of
introducing the chocolate bars by the top and holding the lower part with one hand. Thus, with the
other hand, a rotational movement to the right is performed.
The colours used in the final product are white and green, the same combination used in the
aesthetical solution. This combination is the most used in the company products, as can be seen in
the visual boards (see figures 38 & 39).
All the requirements demanded for this product were fulfilled. Also, almost all of the desired
requirements were solved, except the possibility of obtaining different finishes in the chocolate chips
(see figure 48).

Figure 48. Fullfiled requirements list

5.1 Technical specification
General measurements:




Large diameter: 80 mm
Shortest diameter: 77 mm
Height: 125 mm

Weight:




Lower part: 76, 1 g
Upper part: 94 g
Total weight: 170, 1 g
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5.2 Prototype
Finally, the company decided to produce a sintered plastic prototype (see figure 49 & 50). The aim of
it is to checking how look likes the final appearance of the product and testing the mechanism.

Figure 49. General view of the prototype

This kind of prototyping does not provide any textures or colors to the prototype. Only shapes are
exactly like the final product should be.

Fifure 50. Both parts of the prototype

In the figure 50 can be seen both parts of the prototype. Dimensions are exactly the desired ones but
because of this prototyping method, tolerances are not so tight like should be. The groove of the
upper part can be embedded in the semi-spheres of the lower part successfully. The groove resists
the pressure generated while the product is working, applying only a low effort by the user. The
rotational movement can be done with no interruptions.
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6 Discussion
The development of this product needs to be discussed considering the general design process, the
requirement specifications, the methods that were carried out, and some aspects that were
discarded due to lack of time.
The way that the design process was carried out allowed giving solutions at the same time that the
problem was formulated and studied. This means that the problem was divided in sub-problems that
were resolved separately, finally obtaining the design solution. This approach offered the advantage
that each solved problem narrow down the solutions for the next problem, reducing the complexity
of following issues. The study conducted on the current available tools for obtaining chocolate chips
lead to the comparison of utensils that were based on chopping and non-melting strategies. This
approach was originated from the selection of the early idea of chopping. The generation of early
ideas in the previous phase significantly narrowed down the options for the research stage, allowing
focusing in fewer solutions.
All demanded requirements were fulfilled. Also, almost all of the desired requirements were solved,
except the possibility of obtaining different finishes in the chocolate chips. The design team and
Lékué agreed to continue with the development of concept number one, focusing on designing just
one finish for the product, and not two, as it was initially considered. This decision aimed to facilitate
the manufacturing of the prototype. Moreover, it simplified the product development phase, as
designing the product for mold injection manufacturing would have increased the complexity of this
stage. Therefore, the requisite of obtaining different finishes for the product was finally not
considered. In addition, the lack of time and the delay in the reception of the prototype also
influenced over omitting this requisite.
Several methods were used in the development of this project: research, idea generation and
selection methods. The methods used were an approach determined for the needs required in each
section. Brain storming was the best starting point since in the early ideas phase there were fewer
restrictions, and served to obtain a large quantity of ideas. With the help of that one and the use of
the PNI method for discarding proposals, the four final ideas were chosen with the aim of develop
one of them. In the next stages brain storming was the main idea generation method. As the
problem was known in depth, the solutions were narrowing and this method allowed exploring the
solutions in an efficient way. This method allowed obtaining a good amount of quality proposals in
the mechanical and aesthetic part. The use of the weighted objectives method and the random input
method was necessary in the aesthetics part to select the best solutions between the generated
ideas, and to obtain the final chosen idea. Sometimes analysing the proposals was used like a
discarding method when clearly the solutions did not fulfill the desired requirements.
The selection of the material for this product was based on the materials that LéKUé uses in their
products, which provided a guarantee of this selection. The material used is Polypropylene.
Polypropylene is one of the more common plastics used in manufacturing process. Its processability,
impact resistance and toughness are quite good. Polypropylene is a material normally used in
different alimentary products. This is due in part to its inherent properties that are well suited for
lightweight, shatter-resistant containers and large-capacity. Its good prize in comparison with other
plastics makes Polypropylene the most adequate material to be used in the product.
Moreover Polypropylene is a recyclable material. Due to its high resistance to degradation and how
useful it is to use, recycling is the only way to decrease its growth as waste. The product is entirely
made in two Polypropylene plastic parts; hence the possibility of recycle the whole product by the
same way makes it process an easy task.
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7 Further work
Having analyzed and tested the prototype, the conclusion is that the product works acceptably. For
further work in the product only some changes of parameters should be done to increase the
efficiency in order to reach the expectations.



The number of teeth must be lower and the dimension must be bigger. The aim of these
changes is to achieve a better entrapment of the chocolate. It will increase the efficiency of
the product.
The spiral must describe a higher attach angle and a bigger round inside. It would increase
the efficiency of the product as well.

Carrying out this few changes the product would be completely finished and the final results would
be the expected.
Nowadays Lékué could be interested in continues developing the product. This would require doing
these changes and producing another prototype in order to obtain the final and wanted product.
After that the company would manufacture the molds to the mass producing of the plastic parts.
More issues should be covered in the possible way to go on with the development of the project.
Analyze the environmental impact through the life-cycle assessment and the use of alternative
materials looking for those that are renewable and degradable will be the most interesting ways.
Also test the lifetime of the product specially the grinding part.
The aim of the LCA is the control of the full range of environmental effects that a product or service
could cause examining all stages of the product life. This life cycle is refereed as a fair holistic
assessment of raw material production, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal of including all
intermediary steps. The procedures of life cycle assessment (LCA) are part of the ISO 14000
environmental management standards: in ISO 14040:2006 and 14044:2006. This assessment must go
through all the phases from the beginnings, which are, according to the ISO 14040 and 14044:
establishing the Goals and Scope as first stage; performing the Inventory Analysis; Impact
Assessment; and making interpretations, identifying, evaluating and checking the previous stages.
The extension of this analysis it is wide, and this should be performed in a close relation with the
company. The LCA would provide an interesting analysis in the use of resources in the development
of the product, allowing make decisions to make a responsible use of them.
The material used in the final design of this project was Polypropylene as material that the company
uses for such instruments that need that point of rigidity. They support with their wide experience
that this material is suitable for this product. A good way to proceed in a further work on this project,
would be researching those materials that in its production, manufacturing, distribution, use and
deposal (LCA) do not cause an environmental cost (cradle to cradle), or at least those that cause a
low environmental cost. This research will serve to choose the most suitable material for this product
bearing into account the environmental costs.
In our case of study, the company held that Polypropylene is a suitable material for this product. The
lower part of the product contains the main functional part that is the grinding part. This part
supports many efforts in its use, hence could reduce the lifetime of the product substantially. As it is
a weak part in the design, it must be analyzed. A long live alternative could be adding a third part to
the PP body made of stainless steel. For this change many considerations must be done. To produce
a more durable part with this kind of material, the energy and the environmental costs will be raised.
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Appendix 1. Early ideas
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Appendix 2. Chocolate study

Representative sample of chocolates
Brand (Chocolate maker)

Width (mm)

Lengtf (mm)

Dark cacao (Alter ego)

76

156

Chocolate con almendras (Amazilia)

57

128

Congo limited edition (Artisan du chocolat)

75

155

Madagascar (Bahen & co)

72

158

Intense 77% (Bernard castelain)

88

190

Criollo Venezuela (Beschle)

88

160

Chocolate a la taza (Blanxart)

90

120

Asfarth (Bonnat)

75

155

Java (Binnat)

75

155

Frigor noir (Cailler)

69

163

Red fruits (Chocolat moderne)

80

164

Amargo 57% (Chocolates para ti)

78

158

Tanzania 2007 (Chocolatour)

75

150

Dark 55% (Chocolove)

75

145

Kendari (Chocovic)

75

153

Choroní (Chuao)

78

178

Eclipse (Dagoba)

56

122

Milk (Dagoba)

56

122

Costa rica 80% (De vries)

60

100

Apurimac (Domori)

90

90

Bergamotto (Don puglisi)

55

140

Mijao (El rey)

65

155

The chimpazee bar (Endangered species)

70

143

Mint (Equal exchange)

78

155

Dark as midnight (Fearless)

78

160

Rustic crunch (Fruition chocolate)

78

179

Cherry (Green & black´s)

75

155

Tsaratana (Guittard)

55

120

Bitter 70% (Hamann)

78

155

Extra dark (Hershey´s)

90

190

Purist hacienda iara 80% (Hotel chocolat)

81

206

Amazonas 60% (J.D. Gross)

88

215

Exclusive thin dark (Karl Fazer)

80

162

Zenzero (L´Artigiano)

70

150

Africand blend (Lake champlain)

70

125
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Royale montagne (Le tao)

110

115

Dark star 80% (lillie belle farms)

58

150

Mexican spice chilli (Lindt)

75

160

Ecuador (Lindt)

87

190

Mora mora 73% (Malagasy)

80

160

1888 Chuao 70% (Malmö C. Factory)

88

182

Brooklyn Blend (Mast brothers)

72

157

Papua new guinea (Mast brothers)

72

157

Los arcones (Michel cluizel)

79

160

Daim (Milka)

73

185

Fortunato n4 (Moonstruck)

57

131

After eight (Nestlé)

75

155

Tranquility (New tree)

80

180

Piura porcelana (Original beans)

74

155

Mint OMG (Patric)

89

185

Brésil (Pralus)

80

160

Hispaniola (Rogue)

85

187

Trinidad (Rogue)

85

187

Semi-dark (Santander)

65

145

El carmen (Scharffen Berger)

75

170

Old school (Soma)

75

122

65 Bar (Sucré)

79

162

Nutty (Tcho)

98

98

Peru (The chocolate tree)

52

115

Dominican republic (Tocoti)

55

138

Abinao (Varhona)

110

140

60% Blend (Venchi)

75

175

Mo Cay (Viercacao)

79

160

75% Dark (Vintage plantations)

84

173

Venezuela (Woodblock chocolate)

30

105

Concepcion (Michel cluizel)

76

160

Sao Tomé 74 % (Neuhaus)

115

115

Almond (Nibmor)

63

173

Cru virunga (Original beans)

83

175
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s Infinitas

s Infinitas
*N
+ z2 * s2

Atributo
Optimal sample
for a finite population formula:
n = z2 * P* Q
E2

n=

P * Q * z2 * N
N * E2 + z2 * P * Q

Where values are:
N= 1203 (Sample)
E= 5% (Sample error)
P= 95% (Success proportion)
Q= 5% (Failure proportion)
Z= 1´96 (Confidence value for 97´5%)

Data for calculating the Confidence ellipse:
1- Average, median and standard deviation of the dates.
Width

Length

Average

75,8

153,8

Median

75

156

SD

13,8

25,8

2- Correlation coefficient for different measurement combinations.
Width

Length

Width

1

0,25

Length

0,25

1
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3- Illustrate the correlation.
250

200

150

100

50

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

4- Length of the axes of the ellipse.
r

0,251918

K

2,145966

L1

2,401103

L2

1,856083

Where:

P= stands for the percentage of the values that we want the confidence ellipse
to surround. The P-value is chosen from 0.01 to 99.99%. An analysis should cover at least
90% of the population
r= correlation coefficient
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5- Cases using Boundary case method.
Width

Length

Case 1

75,82609

153,8261

Case 2

99,26346

197,5578

Case 3

52,38872

110,0944

Case 4

93,94347

120,0209

Case 5

57,7087

187,6313

Where:

Using the calculated values for the average (μx and μy), standard deviation (σx and σy) and
axis lengths (L1 andL2).
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6- Confidence ellipse.
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Appendix 3. Mechanism solutions
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Appendix 4. Moodboard of LéKUé products
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Appendix 5. Moodboard of LéKUé brand
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Appendix 6. Aesthetic solutions
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Appendix 7. Rank ordering objectives process and punctuation table

Scale

Objectives

Weight

10

Possibility to be adapted to the mechanism solution

9

Attractive final appearance according to LéKUé products (B)

0,9

Made by plastic injection moulding

(C)

0,7

Minimum number of parts

(D)

0,5

Easy to clean

(E)

0,3

(A)

1

8

7

6
5

4

3
2
1
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A
B
C
D
E
Total

Grip piña
Weight
Score weight
5
5
1
1,8
2
0,9
1,4
2
0,7
2,5
5
0,5
0,6
2
0,3
11,3

Cilindro
Score
5
4
2
5
3

Vase
weight Score
4
5
3
3,6
4
1,4
5
2,5
4
0,9
13,4

Cono
weight Score
4
4
2
2,7
5
2,8
3
2,5
4
1,2
13,2

Diseño Lékué
weight Score weight
5
5
4
4,5
5
1,8
3,5
5
3,5
2,5
5
1,5
1,5
5
1,2
17
12

Torre
Score
3
1
4
5
4

weight
3
0,9
2,8
2,5
1,2
10,4

Appendix 8. Final renders
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Appendix 9. Prototype images.
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